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It is my distinct pleasure to extend warm greetings and a special 
virtual welcome to all those participating in the 2022 Smart Energy 
Event taking place April 25-26, anticipated as a hybrid-event 
pending public health concurrence. 
 
Here in Halifax, we are incredibly proud of the ongoing work of 
HalifACT, the municipality’s combined climate mitigation and 

adaptation plan. The plan charts our journey to net-zero municipal operations by 2030, and net-zero 
community-wide emissions by 2050. These are ambitious targets, and to get there will require a full 
suite of initiatives from decarbonizing transportation and electrifying our transit fleet and ferries, to 
creating ways to incentivize others to retrofit, electrify, generate renewable energy, build smart, and get 
ready for future climate impacts.  
 
The 2022 Smart Energy event will provide delegates from across North America with a valuable 
opportunity to exchange ideas with energy leaders, commercial consumers, technology innovators, 
academics, and policy makers in the smart, clean, and renewable sector.  
 
To everyone attending Smart Energy 2022, thank you for all the work you do on behalf of our cities, our 
communities and our changing world. I also want to acknowledge with gratitude title partner Emera, 
and all other partners for supporting this industry-leading event.  
 
Thank you and enjoy Smart Energy 2022!  
 
Kindest regards, 
 

 
 
Mike Savage, Mayor  



NATIONAL THERMOVOLTAICS    T 866.646.8040   6303 43ST. LeDuc, AB   T9E 0G8

AN ENERGY EFFICIENCY SOLUTION TO WASTE HEAT
National Thermovoltaics (“NTV”), a Phoenix company,  

has pioneered a safe heat to power solution.

Historic thermovoltaic technologies have been overly complex and carry significant operational risk.
Furthermore, technology has been limited by economics and concerns.
National Thermovoltaics modular solid-state systems are not only more efficient than existing solutions 
but offer unmatched density and scalability.
NTV’s architectural features industry leading controls design, cyber security certification, tamper 
monitoring and location tracking. Through novel material science and advanced engineering, NTV’s 
innovations yeild thermal efficiencies and scale not formerly thought possible.

Globally, more than 
  94,662,336 gigawatt-hours 
 of heat to power energy is 

WASTED

Globally, industry faces a massive, 
existential waste heat problem. Single 
use heat is one of our planet’s most undervalued 
resource. As we demand even more energy, 
waste heat can become one of our strongest 
energy efficiency solutions to counter growth in 
energy demand.
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THANK YOU TO OUR 2022 PARTNERS

Swagelok Ontario | Atlantic Canada

TITLE PARTNER

PLATINUM PARTNERS

DIAMOND PARTNERS

GOLD PARTNERS

SILVER PARTNERS

COMMUNITY PARTNERS

MEDIA PARTNERS



Example: Dalhousie’s Renewable Energy Storage Laboratory (RESL)  
has multiple industry collaborations on the go. “Our research, our  
data and our models are being rolled into new policies for the  
province and the region. We’ll often work with and advise the  
energy departments across various jurisdictions as well as the  
utility companies. We really don’t do any theoretical research,  
there is a collaborating group involved with almost every  
project we’re doing.” - Lukas Swan, RESL

Tesla Does it.
Emera does it.
IBM does it.

SpringboardAtlantic.ca

Collaborate with a Post-secondary institution  
in Atlantic Canada today.

Springboard is a  
Network of:

14
5

10,000

Universities
Colleges
Researchers

Visit

to learn more
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WELCOME TO SMART ENERGY 2022!

It is hard to believe it has been three years since we 
gathered face-to-face! The day has finally come and 
I am truly excited to be here with you. 

In 2020 and 2021, we managed to host virtual editions 
of Smart Energy and we are grateful for all the 
support we received for those events. However, there 
is no substitution for meeting together in the same 

room, sharing ideas, exchanging business cards and collaborating on 
future plans.  Over the next two days let’s make up for lost time, learn 
from one another and leave full of ideas to achieve net zero before 2050!

Smart Energy features more than 50 speakers and moderators, each 
sharing their expertise on a variety of topics including Canada’s energy 
plan, net zero communities, V2G, hydrogen applications to CCUS and 
so much more. We are grateful to this group of people, many who have 
traveled to be here, for being a part of this year’s conference. Thank you.

In addition to our speakers, we would like to recognize and thank our 
global advisory board members who enthusiastically contributed ideas 
for the program. This group is the glue of Smart Energy. Also in very high 
esteem are our partners - Smart Energy partners who are very loyal to 
this event.  They are leaders in clean technologies, smart communities 
and each clearly has a path on how their organizations will lead us 
towards net zero. Again, thank you to each of you, we could not do it 
without you!

Together, we will drive change.  The theme of Smart Energy is “Actioning 
Net Zero Technologies to Carbon Free Pathways.” It is our hope that 
during Smart Energy 2022 you’ll hear from the experts, meet industry 
colleagues, and be more engaged to embrace technologies that will 
move us forward.

On behalf of the organizing team of Helen, Bruce and Wes - thank you for 
supporting this vision.

Cheers,

Bob Williamson
Organizing Chair
Smart Energy Event
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2022 ADVISORY BOARD

Tonja Leach
Executive Director
QUEST

Terri-Lynn Duque
Director, Strategic 
Innovation
ENMAX

Anouk Kendall
President
Decentralize Energy 
Canada

Ammar Nawaz
Vice President
Alectra

Forest Frizzell
CEO
Shifted Energy

TJ Lawy
Program Director, 
Balance of Plant 
Components
Ballard Power Systems

Jeff Mocha
Vice President,  
Enterprise Innovation
OEC

Sanjeev Pushkarna  
Sr. Program Manager, 
Smart Grid Nova Scotia
Nova Scotia Power

Shannon Miedema
Director, Environment & 
Climate Change
Halifax Regional 
Municipality

Dr. David Layzell
Director
CESAR

Mark Kirby
President and CEO
Canadian Hydrogen and 
Fuel Cell Association

Gordon McIntosh
Chairman
Aberdeen International 
Associates

Thank you to our 2022 Advisory Board.
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EVENT SCHEDULE
AGENDA DAY 1
MONDAY, APRIL 25, 2022

8:00 am – 8:30 am Registration and Coffee

8:30 am – 10:00 am Welcoming Remarks & Opening Keynote
Location: Commonwealth Ballroom
Emera is pleased to welcome delegates from across Canada  
and beyond to the 18th annual Smart Energy Event.
His Worship Mike Savage, Mayor, Halifax Regional Municipality
Karen Gatien, Deputy Minister, Department of Energy & Renewables, Government of Nova Scotia
Keynote Presentation, Emera

10:00 am – 10:30 am Network Refreshment Break Location: Atlantic Ballroom

10:30 am – 12:00 pm Net-Zero Transition (Part 1) 
Location: Commonwealth Ballroom
This timely roundtable will discuss key actions for transitioning to Net-Zero. Including affordability, remote 
communities, vulnerable citizens, early adopters, policy & political, regulators/standards and market 
stakeholders.
Moderator:  Maureen Kolla, Project Manager, Solas Energy Consulting
Panel Members:
Gillian Wesley, Director of Communications, Efficiency Canada
Andrew Carson, Director, Energy Transition, Irving Oil
Frederick Morency, Vice President, Energy & Services, Schneider Electric
Philippe Dunsky, Founder and President, Dunsky Energy + Climate Advisors

12:00 pm – 1:15 pm Keynote Roundtable Luncheon:  CANADA’S ENERGY POLICY  
Location: Commonwealth Ballroom
For the Canadian public to meet Net-Zero Canada requires an inclusive energy plan designed by and for 
regulators and market stakeholders. This session will invite stakeholders from across the country to embark 
on establishing a policy with 3 pillars: Enabling Technology, Viable Commercial Constructs and a Supportive 
Regulatory Environment.
Opening Remarks: Erin Burbidge, Director of Policy & Programs, Clean Foundation
Moderator:  Ammar Nawaz, Vice President, Alectra
Panel Members:
Rick Smith, President, Canadian Institute for Climate Choices
Ralph Torrie, Director of Research, Corporate Knights
MP Andy Fillmore, Parliamentary Secretary to Minister Champagne at Industry, Science & Innovation, 
Government of Canada
Kristyn Annis, Corporate Commerical Lawyer, BLG

1:15 pm – 1:30 pm Network Refreshment Break Location: Atlantic Ballroom

1:30 pm – 2:30 pm Canada’s Hydrogen Hubs 
Location: Commonwealth Ballroom
Explore the latest in hydrogen plans from Canada’s 
regional hydrogen hubs. 
Moderator: Mark Kirby, President and CEO, 
Canadian Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association
Panel Members include:
Pauling Browning, CEO, Fortescue Future Industries
Michelle Robichaud, President, Atlantic Centre, 
Energy and Atlantic Hydrogen Association
Matthew Slotwinski, Senior Economic Development 
Officer, Sarnia-Lambton Economic Partnership

Efficient Smart Grid & Building Practices 
Location: Maritime Room
Hear the latest in smart grid architecture and 
technologies for both new building construction 
and retrofits with a focus on energy control centers, 
DERMS, etc.
Moderator: Nick Campbell, Operations/Project 
Manager, National Thermovoltaics
Panel Members
Shadea Mitchell, Director of Client Marketing, Virtual 
Peaker
Kevin Colvey, MBA, PEng, Director, Corporate 
Development, Saint John Energy
Siemens, TBA
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EVENT SCHEDULE
AGENDA DAY 1

MONDAY, APRIL 25, 2022

2:30 pm – 3:00 pm SPECIAL PRESENTATION — FREE TO ATTEND FOR ALL PARTICIPANTS
Location: Maritime Room
Understanding Innovation for Defence Excellence and Security (IDEaS) Program and selling to 
the Government of Canada
Are you an innovator? 
Whether you are working from home, an academic in a university lab, or a scientist in a small or a major 
corporation, the Innovation for Defence, Excellence and Security (IDEaS) program is looking for your solutions 
to help resolve defence and security challenges. IDEaS will support the development of solutions from their 
conceptual stage, through prototype testing and capability development and provides opportunities to 
interact with the Department of National Defence’s science and military members.
Join this session to get an overview of the program and its elements including:
• Innovation Networks • Competitive Projects • Contests • Sandboxes • Test Drives • Success stories from Atlantic
Presenting Organization: Procurement Assistance Canada (PAC), as a part of Public Services and 
Procurement Canada (PSPC), makes it easier for smaller and diverse businesses to bid on federal contracts 
through informing, assisting and engaging with businesses and helping them better understand the 
procurement process. 

2:30 pm – 3:00 pm SPECIAL PRESENTATION –  FREE TO ATTEND FOR ALL PARTICIPANTS
Location: Bedford Room
Are you intrigued about new innovative cleantech?
 The team at National Thermovoltaics Inc. are full steam ahead on waste heat to power technology! It 
doesn’t matter what kind of waste heat you have; we can capture it! • Steam • Exhaust • Flue Gas
 If you are looking for a technology that is solid state, scalable to multi-MW and virtually maintenance free, 
this presentation hits the spot. We are excited to show you where we are at currently and our plan for the 
next 5 years. This technology is novel, first of kind and manufactured in Canada!
Speakers:
Nick Campbell, Operations Manager, National Thermovoltaics
Paul Walsh, Vice President – Business Development, National Thermovoltaics

2:30 pm – 3:00 pm Network Refreshment Break Location: Atlantic Ballroom

3:00 pm – 4:00 pm Energy Storage 
Location: Commonwealth 
Ballroom
How energy storage aligns 
with upcoming applications 
including wave, wind, solar, 
hydrogen and more.
Moderator: Justin Rangooni, 
Executive Director, Energy 
Storage Canada
Panel Members:
Al Morales, CFO, Malta
Jason Aspin, Co-Founder, 
Aspin Kemp and Associates
Rob Boone, Sr. Engineer, Smart 
Grid, Nova Scotia Power
Jeff Dahn, Professor, 
University of Dalhousie

Carbon Capture, Utilization and 
Storage (CCUS) 
Location: Maritime Room
This session features the latest innovation 
in carbon capture, utilization and storage 
with a focus on community applications. 
Showcasing the latest integrated and 
collaborative approaches being taken, 
Utilities and governments across Canada 
are among those seeking renewable 
energy solutions to reduce CO2 emissions 
in remote communities. 
Moderator: Breanne O’Reilly, Director of 
Communications and Marketing, Carbon 
Management Canada
Panel Members:
Greg Maidment, Director of Operations, 
Carbon Management Canada
Algert Prifti, Decarbonization Technologies 
Manager, Black & Veatch
Ranjith (Ran) Narayanasamy, President 
and CEO, Petroleum Technology Research 
Centre

Human Resources & IT 
Resources 
Location: Bedford Room
Where will we find the IT and 
HR to fill all of the new jobs 
required to get us to Net-
Zero? Who is offering solutions 
to meet this challenge? 
Hear from those in Business 
Intelligence, data and 
analytics.
Moderator: Kimberley L. 
Leach, Market Development 
Manager, North America 
(Eastern), Ballard Power 
Systems, Inc.
Panel Members:
Emma Norton, Atlantic 
Director, Climate Emergency 
Unit
Bernadette Fernandes, CEO, 
The Varanda Network

4:00 pm – 6:00 pm Downhome Reception Location: Atlantic Ballroom
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EVENT SCHEDULE
AGENDA DAY 2
TUESDAY, APRIL 26, 2022

8:00 am – 9:00 am Registration and Coffee

8:00 am – 9:00 am SPECIAL PRESENTATION — FREE TO ATTEND FOR ALL PARTICIPANTS
Location: Maritime Room
Digitalizing Buildings to Achieve Net Zero Carbon
How can you make your building net zero?
Achieving net zero carbon is a crucial goal every organization needs to have to limit the carbon footprint left 
behind over to the future generations. With buildings accounting for approximately 40% of annual CO2 emissions 
globally, digitalizing buildings plays a key role in tackling climate change caused by these carbon emissions.
By leveraging digital technologies, learn how infrastructure & energy can be converged to achieve net zero in 
your building. This session will deep dive on:
• Technologies for electrification   • Control strategies for building systems
• Grid interactivity   • Data modeling
• Enhanced operation & maintenance
Speaker:  Omar Elyakobi, EcoStruxure Solution Manager, Schneider Electric

9:00 am – 10:00 am Electrification Now – Decarbonizing 
Communities 
Location: Commonwealth Ballroom
Utilities and governments across Canada are 
among those seeking renewable energy solutions to 
reduce CO2 emissions in remote communities. This 
session will showcase the latest in integrated and 
collaborative approaches being taken.
Moderator: Lauren McNutt, Consultant, Dunsky 
Energy + Climate Advisors
Panel Members:
Shawn Connell, Director, Customer Solutions, Nova 
Scotia Power
Curtis Whalen, Development Engineer, Growler Energy
Hassan Shahriar, President & CEO, ADAPTR Energy
Siemens, TBA

The Prosumer – A Technology Inclusive 
Approach  
Location: Maritime Room
Are your power systems ready for the future of energy?
There is no doubt about it — the adoption for 
renewable energy is surging, transforming the energy 
landscape to tackle climate change. Re-thinking how 
transportation facilities, buildings, and construction are 
managed holds the key to solving these climate issues.
The economy is  leaning towards a more prosumer 
behavior, incentivized by the government through 
government subsidies for users, local communities & 
electricity system operators. With Distributed Energy 
Resources rapidly gaining popularity, discover why 
battery storage systems & microgrids  are critical to 
manage & optimize the variables changing every 
minute like voltage fluctuations, energy pricing, & 
disruptions in power sources due to weather. As 
renewable energy sources continue to become more 
affordable, learn how you can make your building 
ready & scalable for future energy sources.
Speaker:  Pratap Revuru, Director, MicroGrid Solutions 
and Strategic Partnerships, Schneider Electric

10:00 am – 10:30 am Network Refreshment Break Location: Atlantic Ballroom

10:30 am – 11:30 am 5 W’s of Net Zero Communities – Part 2 
Location: Commonwealth Ballroom
Who is leading the way? What are the outcomes? 
When do we start acting? Where do we find 
solutions? Why are we waiting?
Moderator: Shannon Miedema, Director of 
Environment & Climate Change, Halifax Regional 
Municipality
Panel Members:
Gary Johnson, Regional Manager, Black & Veatch
Kathleen Mifflin, Project Manager, Net Zero Atlantic
Eshna Kaul, Director, Green Energy Services, Aecon 
Technical Solutions
Katie Giles, Manager, Energy Program, Clean Foundation

Efficiency – Machine Learning Grid Services 
Location: Maritime Ballroom
This session will take a closer look at the latest machine 
learning driven grid services, customer friendly load 
control projects and advancements in AI security.
Moderator: Paul Walsh, Vice President Marketing, 
National Thermovoltaics
Panel Members:
Randall Fish, Director of Business Development, 
Shifted Energy
James Stewart, CEO and Founder, TROJ.AI
Connor MacNeil, Program Development Specialist, 
Research and Development Engineering, 
EfficiencyOne 
Rebecca Costello, Engineer, Nova Scotia Power
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EVENT SCHEDULE
AGENDA DAY 2

TUESDAY, APRIL 26, 2022

12:00 pm – 1:00 pm Global Hydrogen Applications – Keynote Luncheon 
Location: Commonwealth Ballroom
The past year has seen billions of investment in global hydrogen technology and many think green hydrogen 
technologies are tantamount to reaching Net-Zero. This session will introduce a number international 
projects using hydrogen side-by-side with renewables to reduce or eliminate CO2 emissions.
Moderator: Lindsay Burns, Manager, Government Relations, Heritage Gas
Panel Members:
Nathan Ashcroft, Director, Strategic Business Development, Stantec 
Gordon McIntosh, Chairman, Aberdeen Associates
Matti Malkamäki, Founder and Chairman, Hycamite
TJ Lawy, Program Director, Balance of Plant Components, Ballard Energy Systems

1:00 pm – 2:00 pm Electric & Fuel Cell Vehicles – Sharing the Road
Location: Commonwealth Ballroom
In 1997 Toyota introduced Prius the first electric car. 
Now manufacturers are designing vehicles with fuel 
cell technology to generate the electricity with V2G 
technologies. How does this affect the transition of 
fossil fuel vehicles to electric? 
Moderator: Sanjeev Pushkarna, Sr. Program 
Manager, Smart Grid, Nova Scotia Power 
Panel Members:
Peter Porteous, VP Business Development, Steele 
Auto Group 
Daniel Breton, President and CEO, Electric Mobility 
Canada
Stephen Olmstead, Director, Social Responsibility & 
Advocacy, CAA Atlantic

Transitioning Wind, Solar and Tidal with 
Collaborative Tech
Location: Maritime Ballroom
Once again hydrogen is a collaborative technology 
with wind, solar, bio, and even wave and tidal energy 
projects. This session explores those technologies 
best suited to regions across Canada. 
Moderator: Gordon McIntosh, Chairman, Aberdeen 
Associates
Panel Members:
Lindsay Burns, Manager, Government Relations, 
Heritage Gas
Jan Skjoldhammer, CEO & Founder, Novige AB
Blair MacDougall, Founder and Director, Waterford 
Energy

2:00 pm – 2:30 pm Network Refreshment Break Location: Atlantic Ballroom

2:30 pm – 3:30 pm Research Into Integrating Technologies 
Location: Commonwealth Ballroom
This session highlights the latest research into technologies that enable integration of two or more renewable 
energies.
Moderator:
Stephen Hartlen, Assistant Vice-President, Industry Relations and leads the Office of Commercialization and 
Industry Engagement (OCIE), Dalhousie University
Panel Members:
Ranjith (Ran) Narayanasamy, President and CEO, Petroleum Technology Research Centre
Michael Bourque, Innovation Director, Emera & Research Centre for Smart Grid Technologies, University of 
New Brunswick
Dr. Wayne Groszko, PhD, BSc., Research Scientist, NSCC
Lukas Swan, Professor of Mechanical Engineering and the Principal Investigator, Dalhousie University, 
Renewable Energy Storage Laboratory

3:30 pm Closing Remarks

View Speaker Biographies Online
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PARTNER PROFILES

Emera
Title Partner
5151 Terminal Rd
Halifax, NS  B3J 1A1 
emera.com
From a single electric utility in Nova Scotia, Emera has grown into an energy leader with more than $33 billion in assets 
and serving 2.5 million customers in Canada, the US and the Caribbean. Decarbonization has been core to our strategy 
for more than 15 years. And we have a great story to tell. Our Climate Commitment builds on our strong track record by 
establishing our vision to achieve net-zero carbon emissions by 2050, with clear carbon reduction goals along the way. 

Regional Municipality of Halifax
Platinum Partner
5201 Duke St
Halifax, NS  B3J 2V9
halifax.ca
HalifACT is the climate action movement for Halifax. It’s our community response to the climate crisis that will build a more 
resilient and healthy future in Atlantic Canada while preparing for current and future climate impacts. HalifACT is more than 
a plan – it’s a commitment to reducing emissions, switching to clean and reliable energy sources and demonstrating local 
government leadership. This transformational plan aligns the municipality’s efforts to support an equitable shift to a net-zero 
economy by 2050. HalifACT is one of the most ambitious climate action movements in Canada.

Nova Scotia Department of Natural Resources and Renewables
Platinum Partner
1690 Hollis St. 11th Floor 
Halifax, NS  B3J 3P7
novascotia.ca
The Department of Natural Resources and Renewables has broad responsibilities related to the strategic management, 
promotion, development, and conservation of our province’s biodiversity, forests, parks, energy and mineral resources. On 
behalf of all Nova Scotians, we want to make the most of our opportunities, while ensuring the environment is protected. 
The Department optimizes value from the sectors by creating partnerships with governments, industry and local 
communities.

Schneider Electric
Platinum Partner
5985 McLaughlin Road
Mississauga, ON  L5R 1B8
schneider-electric.com
We drive digital transformation by integrating world-leading process and energy technologies, end-point to cloud 
connecting products, controls, software and services, across the entire lifecycle, enabling integrated company 
management, for homes, buildings, data centers, infrastructure and industries. We empower all to do more with less, 
ensuring Life Is On everywhere, for everyone, at every moment.

Springboard
Diamond Partner
344 Summer Street, Suite 125 
Halifax, NS  B3H 0A8
springboardatlantic.ca
Springboard is a Network of 19 post-secondary institutions throughout Atlantic Canada, working to increase the 
competitiveness of Atlantic Canada’s industries through collaborative R&D. Benefits of doing R&D with Springboard 
Members includes access to:  10,000+ researchers; Government funding expertise; Intellectual Property expertise; Cutting-
edge facilities and Potential talent.

National Thermovoltaics
Diamond Partner
903 - 9th Ave 
Nisku, AB  T9E 1C8
ntv.tech
We have a First-of-Kind patented technology that uses low temperature waste heat and converts it to AC or DC power. 
The technology is a solid-state cartridge (minimal moving parts – essentially no maintenance required) and creates 
electricity from heat differential and passing the thermals across the surfaces of the cartridge. We capture various 
sources of waste heat and convert it to decarbonized, net zero power! 
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     Swagelok Solutions throughout 

   Smart Energy Value Chain

Swagelok Ontario | Atlantic Canada

RIGHT RESOURCE. RIGHT OPPORTUNITY. RIGHT TIME.

Solutions tailored  
for EV battery  
manufacturing facilities

Safe, High Pressure  
Containment up to  
15,000 psi

Hydrogen

Electric 
Vehicle

info@atlantic.swagelok.com

NOW SERVING ALL OF ONTARIO  
AND ATLANTIC CANADA

PARTNER PROFILES

Ballard
Gold Partner
9000 Glenlyon Parkway 
Burnaby, BC  V5J 5J8
ballard.com
We deliver fuel cell power for a sustainable planet. We use our fuel cell expertise to deliver valuable and innovative 
solutions to our customers globally, create rewarding opportunities for our team, provide extraordinary value to our 
shareholders and power the hydrogen society. Zero emission fuel cell vehicles will positively change the lives of the 
next generation. By relentlessly developing and improving our technology, we will make a real difference. This makes us 
extremely proud to work at Ballard.

Dalhousie University - Office of Commercialization and Industry Engagement 
(OCIE)
Gold Partner
1344 Summer Street, Room 20 
Halifax, NS  B3H 0A8 
dal.ca/dept/research-services/OCIE.html
The Office of Commercialization and Industry Engagement (OCIE) serves as Dalhousie’s gateway for: Collaboration 
between industry and Dalhousie’s talented research teams; Support for the business and economic development 
community; access to the university’s innovations, such as its intellectual property (IP), and early assistance in the 
creation of startups based on Dal research.

Efficiency Nova Scotia Corporation 
Gold Partner
230 Brownlow Ave., Suite 300 
Dartmouth, NS  B3B 0G5
efficiencyns.ca
We’re helping people build a better world through efficiency, starting in our own province. Our role is to inform and 
motivate Nova Scotians to use less energy, use it smarter and enjoy the good things efficiency brings. Investing in energy 
efficiency comes with many benefits-lower heating bills, more comfortable spaces, new jobs in your community, and a 
smaller overall carbon footprint.
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PARTNER PROFILES

Dunsky
Gold Partner
50 St. Catherine Street West, Suite 420 
Montreal, QC  H2X 3V4
dunsky.com
Founded in 2004, Dunsky supports leading governments, utilities, firms and non-profits in their efforts to build a sustainable 
energy future. Our focus is on the demand side of the equation: deploying energy efficiency and other demand-side 
energy resources in buildings and industry, accelerating the deployment of energy and storage technologies, and 
transforming mobility through electrification, alternative fuels and new transportation solutions.

Clean Foundation
Gold Partner
126 Portland Street 
Dartmouth, NS  B2Y 1H8
cleanfoundation.ca
Clean Foundation helps the communities in which we work make real progress towards a cleaner future by taking on 
climate change challenges. We do this by bringing specialized teams together to work on complex problems, delivering 
clean projects and programs for communities. Essentially, we’re here to make the biggest impact for a cleaner future.

Swagelok Ontario – Atlantic Canada Ltd.
Gold Partner
6471 Edwards Blvd. 
Mississauga, ON  L5T 2V2
sco.swagelok.com
Swagelok supplies a variety of industries with the fluid system products and services needed to maintain reliable 
operations. Swagelok was first to market with a leak-tight, two-ferrule tube fitting that helped define the fluid system 
industry. And our unique business model was a game-changer, too; a network of authorized sales and service centers, 
focused solely on Swagelok’s product line, supports customers with local inventory and expert support. Today, Swagelok 
holds more than 225 active patents, and as the pace of change continues to accelerate, we are collaborating with 
customers to bring new products and services to the marketplace. 

OKR Financial
 Gold Partner
2030, 150 9 Avenue SW 
Calgary, AB  T2P 3H9
okrfinancial.com/
We are finance and early stage growth and technology experts, and we’re passionate about finding ways to support the 
needs of all growing companies in the Canadian tech ecosystem. We know the opportunity cost of waiting months to 
receive your SR&ED tax credits and grant dollars, and that diluting your hard-earned equity at the wrong time can be costly.

Siemens Canada Limited
Gold Partner
1577 North Service Road E, Oakville, ON L6H 0H6 
www.siemens.com

CAA Atlantic
Silver Partner
330 John Savage Ave  
Dartmouth, NS  B3B 0L7
atlantic.caa.ca/
Interested in Electric Vehicles? You’ve come to the right place. At CAA Atlantic, we support making vehicles more fuel 
efficient and reducing transportation emissions – especially the development of electric vehicles. That’s why we’ve gone 
out of our way to specialize in the unique needs of electric vehicles and their owners.

CIMA+
Silver Partner
6815 - 8 Street NE, #300 
Calgary, AB  T2E 7H7
cima.ca
As a Canadian employee-owned firm with 30+ years of industry experience, our greatest reward is the success of our 
people, business partners, and clients. At CIMA+, our agile and multidisciplinary team works hand-in-hand to deliver 
innovative and sustainable engineering solutions that leave a positive impact on our surrounding communities. 

Swagelok Ontario | Atlantic Canada
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PARTNER PROFILES

Heritage Gas
Silver Partner
200-238 Brownlow Ave 
Dartmouth, NS  B3B 1Y2
heritagegas.com
Heritage Gas Limited is the natural gas distribution company in Nova Scotia, serving several communities in the province. 
Heritage Gas delivers safe, affordable and reliable energy solutions to local industries, businesses and homeowners. The 
challenges we face as a society in reaching our climate change goals require diverse solutions. Integrating renewable 
natural gas, hydrogen, and other low-carbon technology solutions into our future energy system will be an essential part 
of the coming energy revolution.Visit Website

Innovacorp
Silver Partner
400 - 1871 Hollis Street
Halifax, NS  B3J 0C3
innovacorp.ca
You’re an entrepreneur with a vision. You’ve spotted a market opportunity, gathered a team, and you’re launching a new 
venture. You’re inventive, organized, and ready to step up your game. All that’s needed is the means to make it happen. 
Innovacorp is here to help. We get invested in Nova Scotia’s entrepreneurs. As an entrepreneur, you understand risk. So 
do we. We’re willing to take risks, and make early stage investments in your venture. As your partner, we’ll play a key role in 
transforming your business into something extraordinary.

EXHIBITORS

Aspin Kemp
BOOTH 409
PO Box 577, 23 Brook Street 
Montague, PE  C0A 1R0 
aka-group.com
Aspin Kemp & Associates Inc. (AKA) is a systems integrator and engineering company delivering innovative solutions to 
island and microgrid power system. AKA designs, manufactures, and supports power and propulsion assets for marine, 
Offshore O&G, and land-based industries. AKA has shifted the paradigm for fuel efficiency and reliability in offshore drilling 
with proven fuel savings over 50% and similar results in marine and land-based microgrids.

AzSpecd Solutions
BOOTH 515
19 Hillsburn Court 
Dartmouth, NS  B2W 4M8
azspecd.com
AzSpecd Solutions’ tagline is “Remarkable Renewables” and we work every day to live up to it. We represent the most 
innovative green energy products and systems in the world and use 35 years experience to ensure they are implemented 
to achieve their full potential. We truly build green communities.

Liveable Cities
BOOTH 508
84 Chain Lake Drive, Suite 403 
Halifax, NS  B3S 1A2
liveablecities.com
Liveable Cities is a division of LED Roadway Lighting Ltd., a Canadian-owned and operated clean technology company. 
Founded in 2007, we are headquartered in Halifax, Nova Scotia, with our primary manufacturing facility in Amherst, Nova 
Scotia. Our smart street lighting products are used worldwide in over 60 countries. Liveable Cities provides a full solution 
for smart cities, including LED streetlights, network technology, smart sensors and software.
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Nova Scotia Power – An Emera Company
BOOTH 512
1223 Lower Water Street
Halifax, NS  B3J 3S8
nspower.ca
Meet the Nova Scotia Power Box, a glimpse into our energy future Delivering clean, reliable, and affordable energy is 
our commitment to you. It’s why we’re working towards 80% clean energy by 2030. It means that when you plug in your 
appliances, heat your home using electricity, or switch to an electric vehicle, you’re plugging into a grid that’s getting 
greener over time. Together, we’re building a cleaner, greener future for Nova Scotia.

ELEM
BOOTH 514
415 Adanac Street
Quebec, QC  G1C 6B9
opting.ca
Opting Solution Inc. services were born out of Elem’s desire to participate and contribute to the current global 
environmental transition. Our goal is to offer to our partners and customers technologies and solutions that are both 
profitable from an investment standpoint, as well as enable an environmental gain.

Public Services and Procurement Canada
BOOTH 505
1713 Bedford Row 
Halifax, NS  B3J 3C9 
tpsgc-pwgsc.gc.ca/comm/index-eng.html
Procurement Assistance Canada (PAC), as a part of Public Services and Procurement Canada (PSPC), makes it easier for 
smaller and diverse businesses to bid on federal contracts through informing, assisting and engaging with businesses and 
helping them better understand the procurement process.  PAC assists the Department of National Defence in promoting 
their access to innovation program called IDEaS.

Zen Electric Bikes
BOOTH 405
1345 Norma Eddy Lane 
Halifax, NS  B3J 0H6
zenebikes.com
Zen Electric Bikes Inc. is a Nova Scotia based clean-tech company focused on designing and manufacturing top-quality 
e-bikes. Our team of battery scientists and engineers are working to develop state of the art technology to address the 
climate crisis and urban mobility challenges. Zen’s mission is to better the planet, and human health.

Atlantica Centre for Energy
Community Partner
The Atlantica Centre for Energy is dedicated to increasing energy literacy for community leaders and stakeholders. The 
Centre has expanded to include leading energy professionals, national and international organizations in New England, 
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland & Labrador, Ontario, Alberta and PEI. The Centre serves as a bridge between 
organizations operating in the energy sector and the community to help realize opportunities associated with energy 
resources in Atlantic Canada and the American Northeast. 

Energy Storage Canada
Community Partner
Energy Storage Canada (ESC) is the only national trade association in Canada dedicated solely to the growth and market 
development of the country’s energy storage sector as a means of accelerating the realization of Canada’s ongoing 
energy transition and Net Zero goals through advocacy, education, collaboration, and research. ESC’s technology-
agnostic approach allows our diverse membership to influence Canada’s energy storage market, demonstrate their 
leadership, access experts and government representatives, as well as stay current regarding policy, regulation, and 
topics of conversation at the national level.
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